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Message from
the Director
As we begin a new
school year, I am
pleased to tell you
about
the
many
CALPRO professional
development initiatives available to you.
These range from several brand new
workshop modules, to a field-based
research initiative, to the establishment
of a professional development
specialists’ learning community, to online
courses, to study circles facilitator
training (see Highlights column, p.1).
Some of the CALPRO Professional
Development Centers (PDCs) are adding
a new networking group to the wide array
of networking groups they currently host:
this one is on learner persistence, and it
supports
the
statewide
learner
persistence initiative that CDE is
launching this fall.
The CALPRO Web site has new
publications available for downloading
and printing; these include Success for
Small Adult Schools, authored by Paula
Roosevelt Smith and Kathy Santos;
Shaking the Funding Tree, authored by
Megan Hunter and Erik Jacobson; and
the Adult Education Administrators’
Online Guide, with 11 chapters written by
several seasoned administrators. I also
want to take a moment to remind you
about the online guides that CALPRO
posted to its Web site over the past two
years: The ESL New Teacher Resource
Guide, written by Trish Kerns and Marilyn
Knight-Mendelson, and the ABE New
Teacher Resource Guide, written by
Janice Roselius. Check them out —
all five guides are filled with helpful tips
and suggestions for teachers and
administrators.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CALPRO ACTIVITIES FOR FALL 2005
This column lists the many and varied activities that CALPRO has recently accomplished as well
as those that are in progress.

Professional Development Specialists’ Learning Community
To support the request of many administrators for site-based professional
development, CALPRO is hosting a Professional Development Specialists’
Learning Community. Scheduled for January 13 and 14, the Learning Community
will provide guidance to participants in working with site administrators to draft
staff development plans for their agencies/schools and to identify options for
implementing the plans. Up to 12 teachers will be selected, based on an
application process, to participate in the Learning Community. Participants will
receive a stipend for their work. For additional information and to download an
application, visit the CALPRO Web site at www.calpro-online.org. Applications
are due in the CALPRO office on or before December 2.
Field-based Research Initiative
CALPRO has scheduled a three-day training on practitioner inquiry, or
classroom-based research, for 12-15 adult education teachers. Alisa Belzer,
Associate Professor at Rutgers University, will lead the training, scheduled for
December 8-10. The focus of the institute is to help participants (1) form
a research question on interventions aimed at improving learner persistence, and
(2) plan their studies. Dr. Belzer will provide support to participating teachers
throughout the spring semester as they conduct their studies. A follow-up meeting
will be held in April to report results. CALPRO will publish a booklet of lessons
learned from these research projects. Participating teachers, who will be selected
based on applications in which they explain their reasons for wanting to
participate, will receive stipends for their time and effort. For additional
information and to download an application, visit the CALPRO Web site at
www.calpro-online.org. Applications are due on or before November 4.
New Workshops 2005-2006
CALPRO is offering six new workshops this year: (1) Learner Goal Setting;
(2) Effective Lesson Planning; (3) Enhancing Learner Persistence; (4) Algebra
Instructional Strategies for Adult Educators; (5) Advising the Adult Learner: The
Teacher’s Role; and (6) Mentoring for Adult Education Teachers. In addition,
CALPRO has developed a revised version of the workshop Becoming a Program
of Excellence. Look for the dates and locations of the workshops on the statewide
calendar on the CALPRO Web site at www.calpro-online.org.

The
CALPRO
Adult
Education
Leadership Institute has just completed
another successful year. Designed for

Online Courses
This year, CALPRO is offering three online courses: (1) Designing Programs for
Adults with Learning Disabilities, Session One, Understanding Learning
Disabilities: Awareness for Adult Educators; (2) Managing the ESL Multi-level
Class; and (3) Effective Lesson Planning. Each course will be conducted over a
four-week period and facilitated by a skilled instructor. The first week of each
course is an orientation period to help participants transition to the online format.
Interested persons will need to plan on four to six hours of participation per week
to complete the course and must have an active email address as well as Internet
services to access the course. Watch News and Events on the CALPRO Web site
for registration information.
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administrators who are new (three
or fewer years) to adult education,
the Institute provides training in effective
management and quality leadership.
Participants frequently tell us that
the opportunity to network with other
administrators is invaluable to them. This
year represents the 20th year for the
Leadership Institute, and the 2005
graduates’ booklet lists the names of all
the graduates from 1985 through 2005.
CALPRO welcomes
a new addition to
its staff: Ben Viado
joined CALPRO
in August. A recent
graduate of CSUSacramento, Ben
has a degree in
Business Administration with
a concentration in Management
Information Systems. He will be working
with Carol Christensen to launch the
CALPRO online campus site, and he will
provide support to the maintenance and
updating of the CALPRO Web site.
Please join us in welcoming Ben,
and look for a new and improved
CALPRO Web site.
We also welcome two new PDC
managers: Liz Koenig is the new
manager for the LAUSD PDC, and Julia
Thompson is the new manager for the
Northern
California
PDC.
Also
supporting the LAUSD PDC is Kit Bell,
Supervisor of Adult ESL/CBET and
Citizenship, and Janet Moore, PDC
Assistant. Supporting the Northern
California PDC is Debra Jones, Vice
Principal at Eureka Adult School. In
addition, Maria Martinez has joined the
staff of the Delta Sierra PDC, managed
by Dana Warford with support from Carol
Hirota, Principal of the Stockton School
for Adults. We are delighted with the
strong, new representation that CALPRO
has throughout the state.
In closing, CALPRO and PDC staff
members join me in urging you to take
advantage of some of our many
professional development offerings. We
wish you a successful and rewarding
school year, and we look forward to
seeing you!
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Programs of Excellence
The CDE recognized eight exemplary adult education programs as Programs
of Excellence for 2005 at the Association of California School Administrators
(ACSA) Adult Education Training in Rancho Mirage on September 29.
Identifying quality programs is one of the most important functions of the CDE.
CALPRO manages the Programs of Excellence from the application process to
the site visits. The CDE then certifies and recognizes award-winning programs
by presenting Programs of Excellence certificates and flags. Programs of
Excellence offer examples of ways in which practitioners provide quality
service to adult learners. By reviewing proven practices, processes, and
structures, other agencies may find ideas for establishing or refining their own
programs. These programs are the 2005 awardees:

A. Warren McClaskey Adult Center
(Sacramento City USD)
Adults with Disabilities

California Men’s Colony
(San Luis Obispo)
Adults with Disabilities

Baldwin Park Adult and
Community Education
Adult Basic Education
English as a Second Language
Older Adults
Vocational Education

Metropolitan Adult Education Program
(Metropolitan Education District)
High School Diploma Program
Sacramento City Unified School District
English as a Second Language

For more information or to download the Programs of Excellence application,
visit the CALPRO Web site or call 1-800-427-1422. A letter of intent to apply
for the 2005-2006 Programs of Excellence is due on or before October 28,
2005. Completed applications are due no later than 4 PM on December 1, 2005.
Adult Education Leadership Institute
At the ACSA Adult Education Training in Rancho Mirage on September 29,
Jean Scott, Administrator of CDE’s Adult Education Office, recognized the 11
graduates from the CALPRO Adult Education Leadership Institute. The
Institute offers a two-year program to practicing adult education administrators
who want to enhance their capacity to operate an adult education program.

Leadership Institute Graduates and Institute Facilitators

The 2005 Graduates are:
Marvin Brown
James Chacon
Roberto Garza
Janine Hardwick
Michele Jory
Charlene Lemons
Judy Marra
Veronica Montes
Sharon Neill
Frances Paragon-Arias
Janice Roselius

Culver City Adult School
South Gate Community Adult School, LAUSD
CBET/Program Specialist
Proteus, Inc.
Fresno Adult School
Sweetwater Union High School District
Monterey Adult School
Alternative Education and Work Center Programs/LAUSD
Pleasant Valley State Prison
Milpitas Adult Education
San Bernardino Adult School

For more information or to download the 2006-2007 Leadership Institute application, visit the
CALPRO Web site or call 1-800-427-1422. Completed applications are due in the CALPRO office
on or before January 6, 2006.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CALPRO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTERS
Delta Sierra PDC
The Delta Sierra Professional
Development Center (PDC) began
operating in August of 2004.
The center serves San Joaquin, Stanislaus,
Amador, Tuolumne, and
Calaveras counties. The
PDC has a commitment to
support small schools and
literacy centers and to
provide
mentors
to
agencies based on need.

develop and implement an individualized agency
improvement plan. The Delta Sierra PDC will also offer
the Enhancing Learner Persistence workshop.
In collaboration with the
Outreach and Technical
Assistance Network (OTAN)
and Calaveras County
Office of Education, we will
host the workshop, Internet
Resources for Adult
Education Teachers. This
workshop will provide
excellent resources for
teachers who work in rural
communities, as well as
large urban areas.

Over the last year, the
Delta Sierra PDC hosted a
variety of workshops,
including Managing the
Anna Goodnight, Gail Kristaponis, Delores Williams
ESL Multilevel Class,
and Toni Richards at a family literacy workshop
Organizing and Monitoring
Instruction to Improve Learning Gains, and Differentiating The Delta Sierra library continues to expand to include a
Instruction. The center also hosted networking groups for diverse selection of professional development materials
ESL and EL Civics instructors.
available for dissemination. You may request materials
online or by telephone.
In the upcoming year, the center plans to offer continuous
support to our adult education providers through Learner Please contact us at 209-933-7455 or visit our
Persistence Networking meetings. The meetings will help Web site at http://www.calpro-online.org.
providers evaluate student persistence data, identify
Submitted by Dana Warford
areas of strength and areas for improvement, and
Delta Sierra PDC Manager

Orange County PDC
instructional techniques and lesson development
practice. Mentoring benefits the new mentees because
they can improve their teaching skills and techniques,
which will definitely give them more self-confidence in
the classroom. I am so enthusiastic about the mentoring
process because it can extend to more than one teacher
and more than one year." Because of the clear benefits
provided by mentoring, this year the Orange County
PDC will offer the new CALPRO module, Mentoring for
Adult Education Teachers. We welcome you to visit our
Web site at http://www.calpro-online.org or give us a call
at 714-241-5742.

Jean Rose, seated in the center, holds roses
given to her for leading a successful training.

Last year, the Orange County PDC hosted 30
workshops on a variety of topics and held 10 networking
meetings. The schedule this year should be just as
busy. One priority area for the center is supporting
teacher mentoring, and last year the center offered a
five-session Beginning Mentor Training for the region.
Jean Rose, ABC Adult School ESL Coordinator and
former ESL Institute and Staff Development Institute
(SDI) trainer, led the training. According to Jean,
“Mentoring builds rapport among the staff, increases the
professional satisfaction of the mentors, and gives
mentors a chance to strengthen and refine their own

Submitted by Karen Dennis
Orange County PDC Manager

The CALPRO Professional Development Center

Master Calendar
The master Calendar provides up-to-date details about
all of the professional development opportunities being
offered at PDCs. To access the calendar from the
CALPRO homepage (www.calpro-online.org), go to the
left menu and click on the “Calendar” tab. To get more
information or to register for an event, simply click on the
event listing on the calendar.
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Reflective Practice in Professional Development
by Erik Jacobson

What is Reflective Practice?
Adult educators have increasingly been asked to
incorporate research into their teaching methods, with
many professional development activities focusing on
providing educators with access to relevant research.
Although workshops and trainings that focus on specific
research-based techniques can be helpful, professional
development for adult educators should also focus on the
underlying beliefs and attitudes that affect practice
(Ferraro, 2000). Building an examination of teachers’
beliefs into professional development is important
because at times adult educators might simply reject new
research or theory that runs counter to their own
experiences. At the same time, it is important that
teachers not become passive consumers and transmitters
of research. One way to address this concern is for
teachers to engage in reflective practice.
Central to reflective practice is the idea that teachers must
thoughtfully consider their own experience and practice to
improve learning opportunities for their students. As part
of reflective practice, practitioners engage in a continuous
cycle of self-observation and self-evaluation in order to
understand their own actions and the reactions they
prompt in themselves and in learners (Brookfield, 1995;
Florez, 2001; Thiel, 1999). Reflective practice does not
necessarily focus on a given aspect of teaching practice
but is instead an ongoing attempt by individual teachers to
integrate theory, research, and their own past experience
with their current practice. In this way, reflective practice is
“as much a state of mind as it is a set of activities”
(Vaughn, 1990, pg. ix).

classroom events), journaling, using maps as graphic
organizers, writing teacher narratives, and writing
reflections on articles or books.
Engaging in reflective practice is not limited just to
individual teachers: it can be conducted in pairs, small
teams, or at the school or agency level. In each case,
different activities are required to create the time and
space for reflection to occur. Pairs can engage in dialogue
journaling, small teams can hold teacher book clubs, and
agencies or schools can support school-wide study
groups. Regardless of the structure, participants are
asked to bring an open mind and a willingness to change
their own practice.
The Benefits of Reflective Practice
Research has shown that effective teaching is linked to
inquiry, reflection, and continuous professional growth
(Ferraro, 2000; Harris, 1998). One of the benefits of
reflective practice is that it is a cyclical process of
reflection, implementation of new ideas, and follow-up. It
can play an important role in professional development
because it helps practitioners to focus on connecting
research and theory to what is happening in their own
classrooms.
Reflective practice, seen as a conscious examination of
teachers’ beliefs, goals, and practices, should be at the
heart of any professional development provided for adult
educators. In addition, because it addresses the often
unstated beliefs that inform institutional policies and
structures, reflective practice is an important part of trying
to implement change at the program level.

Engaging in Reflective Practice
Although adult educators typically assess their own
teaching to address the immediate needs of their
students, reflective practice can be understood to be "a
deliberate pause to assume an open perspective, to allow
for higher level thinking processes" (York-Barr et al., 2001,
pg. 6). This pause happens when teachers are not
actively engaged in teaching, and it allows teachers to
examine their "beliefs, goals, and practices, to gain new or
deeper understandings that lead to actions that improve
learning for students" (ibid). As part of reflection, teachers
can ask themselves four questions: (1) What happened?;
(2) Why do I think things happened in this way?; (3) Why
is this a significant event to reflect on?; and (4) What are
the implications for action? Professional development
opportunities for adult educators can build on these four
questions by asking teachers to reflect on their
experience in light of presentations of specific theories or
research.
Suggested ways to organize the reflection process for
individual teachers include developing teaching portfolios
(including copies of lesson plans and notes describing
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The instructional advantage of the above strategies is
twofold; they help students monitor their own learning
and they help teachers deliver instruction directly related
to student achievement and learning gains.

WHAT’S
THE WORD?

Arlene Simmons
ESL Teacher Adviser for the Division of Adult and Career Education
Los Angeles Unified School District

Networking Groups

The Field Speaks
This column features articles from our readers who share
their experiences, ideas, and success stories related to
professional development. CALPROgress invites
readers’ comments and suggestions. You are invited to
send your articles by mail to CALPRO, 2880 Gateway
Oaks Drive, Suite #220, Sacramento, CA 95833, by fax
to 916-286-8840, or by e-mail to ejacobson@air.org.

Organizing and Monitoring Instruction to
Improve Student Learning Gains
Several times I have had the opportunity of presenting the
workshop, Organizing and Monitoring Instruction to
Improve Learning Gains, written by Donna PriceMachado and Susan Gaer. In this workshop, over fifteen
strategies for working with ESL learners are presented in
three sections: Management/Organization Strategies,
Instructional Strategies, and Reflection Strategies. I would
like to present feedback from teachers who have applied
what they learned as a result of their participation.
The first section, Management/Organization Strategies,
focuses on strategies for teachers to use in helping
students organize their time and materials, take an active
role in their learning, and develop team-building and peer
training skills. Two participants reported successes with
agendas and classroom rules in motivating students to
follow class time schedules more closely. One BeginningLow level teacher has his students keep folders and
checklists to organize their work and apply alphabetizing
skills in the process of finding and filing their folders.
The second section, Instructional Strategies, provides
teachers with strategies that encourage students
to practice, demonstrate, and apply a variety of skills. In
an Advanced-Low class, students are practicing
strategies for giving and responding to oral presentations,
and the teacher reports that his students are
communicating in English to one another with increased
frequency and confidence.
The third section, Reflection Strategies, contains
strategies that teachers can use with students to teach
them how to document and recognize accomplishments
by maintaining competency checklists, class calendars,
learning logs, and diaries. Several teachers are using
student calendars to reinforce attendance and learning
logs to demonstrate the importance of practice and
consistency in achieving progress.

As a new administrator to the adult school world, I have
found that life in adult school is truly one of the best-kept
secrets in public education. I have spent the past 29 years
as a K-12 teacher, assistant principal, and principal.
Although I enjoyed each of these positions, I have always
felt that a vital element was missing—the sharing of ideas,
curriculum, and materials between schools and school
districts. Networking opportunities did not exist on an
ongoing basis. Then I joined the ranks of the adult school
world and immediately my professional desires for
collegiality and networking came true. I discovered an
abundance of networking groups, not only in the Bay Area
but also across the state. This year I have been fortunate
to participate in the following networking groups:
New Administrators Group: Several group members have
been administrators in the K–12 system. The discussions
and problem solving with other new adult school
administrators and teachers have been rewarding. Issues
such as budgeting, staffing, curriculum, and legislative
issues are discussed at these meetings.
AWDBAN Group: Responsibility for the Adults with
Disabilities Program at my adult school has provided me
with the incentive and opportunity to attend the AWDBAN
(Adults with Disabilities Bay Area Networking) meetings.
Typically, there are 10–15 of us in attendance. It has been
wonderful to be able to share curricular ideas, materials,
flyers, newsletters, and visitation opportunities with other
AWDBAN members.
ASE Group: As we know this is a transitional time for adult
schools as we prepare students not only to earn their high
school diplomas but also prepare for and pass the
CAHSEE (California High School Exit Exam).
Presentations were given for new CAHSEE-prep
curricular materials, curriculum was shared for a Fine Arts
class, and information was shared regarding each adult
school’s graduation requirements.
Bay Area Administrators: This networking group
represents the adult schools in Alameda County. It
consists of directors, principals, coordinators, and viceprincipals. Sharing and expertise are the most impressive
elements of this group. If I ask my colleagues for
information regarding a program, curriculum, or other
matters, I can get an immediate response.
I believe that networking builds a strong educational
community. Those who participate will see a qualitative
difference in their adult school programs.

Judy Gestring
Coordinator, Castro Valley Adult School
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Researchto-Practice
Bridging the Gap Between
Research and Classroom Practice
for Adult Learners and Educators
The CALPRO Research-to-Practice
Initiative is designed to help
practitioners access, analyze, and
utilize promising research in adult
education. In addition to the upcoming
Field-based Research Initiative (see p.
1) and the ongoing Study Circles on
Learner Persistence (see page 6),
CALPRO is providing technical
assistance to California adult literacy
practitioners and administrators as part
of the Student Achievement in Reading
(STAR) Project, sponsored by the
United States Department of Education,
Office of Vocational and Adult
Education. The goal of the STAR
Project is to provide teachers of
intermediate-level adult learners with
information about evidence-based
practices and innovations. A team of
researchers and educators from across
the country is training teachers to use
research-based diagnostic tools and
helping project participants to use
instructional practices that are
research-based.
The STAR Project is being piloted in six
states across the country. The
participating programs in California are:
Bakersfield Adult School, Los Angeles
Unified School District, Oroville Adult
Education, Pelican Bay State Prison/
Tsunami Adult School, San Juan
Unified School District, San Quentin
State Prison, Sweetwater Union High
School District, Vallejo Adult School,
and West Contra Costa Adult School.
Contact CALPRO if you are interested
in receiving more information about the
STAR Project or other research-topractice initiatives.

LPRP
CONNECTIONS

Study Circles on Learner Persistence
CALPRO continues to support professional development on the topic of
learner persistence by training facilitators to run site-based study circles.
During the study circles, participants discuss readings, engage in interactive
exercises, and identify ways to increase learner persistence. Over the last
year, more than 30 agencies have run study circles. CALPRO has a collection
of suggested techniques for improving learner persistence is available online
at http://www.calpro-online.org/announce/LPcircles.asp. On October 27,
CALPRO will hold a training for new study circle facilitators. Participants will
receive an overview of research on the topic of learner persistence and will be
trained to facilitate study circles at their agencies. For information about this
training or about study circles in general, contact Erik Jacobson at
ejacobson@air.org.

Calendar of Upcoming Events
Nov. 4 – 7

California Library Association Conference
(www.cla-net.org)

April 6 – 9

CATESOL Conference (www.catesol.org)

April 26 – 29

COABE (http://www.coabe.org)

RESOURCE CORNER
Adult Literacy and Numeracy Interventions and Outcomes:
A Review of Controlled Trials
National Research and Development Centre
Carole Torgerson, et al.
http://www.nrdc.org.uk/uploads/documents/doc_2850.pdf
“One Day I Will Make It”: A Study of Student Persistence in Library
Literacy Programs
Kristen E. Porter, Sondra Cuban, and John Comings
http://www.mdrc.org/publications/401/full.pdf
The Role of Qualitative and Ethnographic Research in Educational Policy
Reading Online
Victoria Purcell Gates
http://www.readingonline.org/articles/purcell-gates/
Scientifically-Based Reading Research: A Primer for Adult and Family
Literacy Educators
Ohio Literacy Resource Center: Research to Practice
Nancy Padak, Tim Rasinski, Maryann Mraz
http://literacy.kent.edu/Oasis/Pubs/0200-25.pdf

Join the CALPRO-hosted
Literacy Practice, Research,
and Policy Connections
electronic discussion list.
To subscribe, send an email
message to
join-lprpconnections@lists.scoe.net.

Visit the CALPRO Web site
www.calpro-online.org
for professional development materials that link research to practice,
including publications, information about CALPRO moderated
discussion lists, and links to other online resources.

Leave the body of the email message blank.

Contact Erik Jacobson at ejacobson@air.org, or call 916-286-8805.

This newsletter is published twice a year by CALPRO.
We welcome comments and submissions of noteworthy items related
to professional development in adult education and literacy.
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